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Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is James Zolnierek and my business address is 527 East Capitol 3 

Avenue, Springfield, Illinois  62701. 4 

 5 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 6 

A. I am employed by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission” or 7 

“ICC”) as the Director of the Policy Division within the Public Utility 8 

Bureau. 9 

 10 

Q. Please state your education background and previous job 11 

responsibilities.   12 

A. I earned my Doctor of Philosophy degree in economics from Michigan 13 

State University in 1996.   Prior to joining the Illinois Commerce 14 

Commission I was employed by the Federal Communications Commission 15 

(“FCC”) as an Industry Economist in the Common Carrier Bureau, Industry 16 

Analysis Division. 17 

 18 

Overview 19 

 20 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 21 

A. In my testimony I will address Issues 1/1(a), 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 18, 21, 22, 22 

29(carryover)/30/30(a)/30(b) in this arbitration between SprintCom, Inc., 23 

WirelessCo, L.P., NPCR, Inc. d/b/a Nextel Partners, and Nextel West 24 
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Corp. (“Sprint”) and Illinois Bell Telephone Company (“AT&T Illinois” or 25 

“AT&T”).  My testimony is based, unless otherwise noted, on the positions 26 

and language included in the Decision Point List and Interconnection 27 

Agreement submitted as attachments to AT&T Illinois’ Response to 28 

Petition for Arbitration in this proceeding.1   I will also address arguments 29 

made by Sprint witnesses James Burt2 and Mark G. Felton3 in their 30 

respective direct testimonies and by AT&T Illinois witnesses Patricia H. 31 

Pellerin4 and Carl C. Albright, Jr. 5 in their respective direct testimonies.  32 

  33 

Issues 1/1(a), 11, and 18  34 
 35 

Sprint Description of Issue 1:  Should this Agreement preclude the exchange of 36 
Information Services traffic; or, require that traffic be exchanged in TDM format? 37 
 38 
AT&T Illinois Description of Issue 1(a): Should the ICA provide for IP-to-IP 39 
interconnection or should it provide that all traffic that Sprint delivers to AT&T 40 
under the ICA must be delivered in TDM format? 41 
 42 
Joint Party Description of Issue 11:  Should terms and conditions regarding IP 43 
Interconnection be included in the Agreement? 44 
 45 
AT&T Illinois Description of Issue 18:  Should the ICA address POIs for IP-to-IP 46 
interconnection and, if so, is Sprint’s proposed language just and reasonable? 47 
 48 
Sprint Description of Issue 18:  How and where will IP POIs be established? 49 

                                            
1
  AT&T Illinois Response to Petition for Arbitration, Revised DPL, Filed October 29, 2012 

(“DPL”) and AT&T Illinois Response to Petition for Arbitration, Revised ICA, Filed October 29, 
2012 (“ICA” or “Interconnection Agreement”). 
2
  Sprint Exhibit 1.0, Verified Written Statement of James Burt, Filed December 5, 2012 

(“Burt Direct”). 
3
  Sprint Exhibit 2.0, Verified Written Statement of Mark G. Felton, Filed December 5, 2012 

(“Felton Direct”). 
4
  AT&T Illinois Exhibit 1.0, Direct Testimony of Patricia H. Pellerin on Behalf of AT&T 

Illinois, Filed December 5, 2012 (“Pellerin Direct”). 
5
  AT&T Illinois Exhibit 2.0, Direct Testimony of Carl C. Albright, Jr. on Behalf of AT&T 

Illinois, Filed December 5, 2012 (“Albright Direct”). 
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Background and Analysis 50 

 51 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on these 52 

issues? 53 

A. Because Issues 1/1(a), 11, and 18 substantially overlap, I will address 54 

them in combined fashion.  As I understand it, AT&T Illinois proposes to 55 

include language in the ICA requiring the parties to exchange all voice 56 

traffic using Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) format and to exclude any 57 

language requiring the parties to exchange traffic in Internet protocol (IP) 58 

format.6  Alternatively, Sprint proposes to exclude AT&T Illinois’ language 59 

requiring the exchange of traffic under the agreement only on a TDM-to-60 

TDM basis.7  Sprint proposes to include language in the ICA that requires 61 

the parties, upon Sprint’s election, to exchange voice traffic in Internet 62 

protocol (IP) format.8   Sprint proposes to include some language in the 63 

agreement prescribing how points of interconnection (“POIs”) will be 64 

defined,9 but generally proposes to identify the rates, terms, and 65 

conditions for IP-to-IP interconnection through operational discussions 66 

with AT&T Illinois.10   67 

 68 

Q. How is the transmission of voice traffic different when TDM format is 69 

used versus when IP format is used? 70 

                                            
6
  DPL, Issue 1, AT&T Language. 

7
  DPL, Issue 1, Sprint Position. 

8
  DPL, Issue 1, Sprint Language. 

9
  DPL, Issue 18, Sprint Language. 
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A. I am not an engineer and do not have a detailed understanding of the 71 

various engineering and technical aspects of various communications 72 

formats.  Nevertheless, as I understand it, when using the TDM format, 73 

carriers typically send voice signals over dedicated circuits to deliver the 74 

voice transmission.  Alternatively, when IP format is used by carriers, the 75 

voice signals are divided into packets and each packet is sent over the 76 

fastest available route in a packet switched network.  Importantly, if one 77 

provider is using IP format to carry voice traffic and the other is using TDM 78 

format, then in order to exchange traffic an IP-to-TDM (or TDM-to-IP) 79 

conversion must take place.   80 

 81 

Q. Under AT&T Illinois’ proposal, who would be responsible for 82 

performing the conversion that must take place when one provider is 83 

using IP format to carry voice traffic and the other is using TDM 84 

format? 85 

A. Given that AT&T Illinois proposes that all traffic be exchanged in TDM 86 

format, the responsibility for making a conversion would always fall to the 87 

Party using IP format.  That is, if AT&T Illinois were to send Sprint traffic 88 

originated in IP format by one of its U-verse VoIP customers, AT&T Illinois 89 

would be responsible for converting that traffic into TDM format prior to 90 

delivering it to Sprint.  Conversely, if Sprint uses IP format, then it would 91 

be required to convert its voice traffic from IP format to TDM format prior 92 

to delivering it to AT&T Illinois. 93 

                                                                                                                                  
10

  DPL, Issue 11, Sprint Language. 
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 94 

Q. Under AT&T Illinois’ proposal, what IP-to-TDM (or TDM-to-IP) 95 

conversions would need to take place when both providers are using 96 

TDM format? 97 

A. Under AT&T Illinois’ proposal if both parties are using TDM format, then 98 

neither Party would need to convert its traffic to a different format.   99 

 100 

Q. Under AT&T Illinois’ proposal, what IP-to-TDM (or TDM-to-IP) 101 

conversions would need to take place when both providers are using 102 

IP format? 103 

A. Under AT&T Illinois’ proposal, if both parties are using IP format, then both 104 

parties would need to convert their traffic to TDM format prior to delivering 105 

it to one another.  Each Party would then need to convert back to IP 106 

format for transmission within their own IP networks.   107 

 108 

Q. Under Sprint’s proposal, who would be responsible for performing 109 

the conversion that must take place when one provider is using IP 110 

format to carry voice traffic and the other is using TDM format? 111 

A. That isn’t clear.  While Sprint is seeking the ability to exchange calls in IP 112 

format, Sprint has not identified the terms and conditions under which it 113 

will seek to do so.  As I understand Sprint’s position, Sprint proposes, with 114 

limited exceptions, to work out the operational details of IP Interconnection 115 
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after the conclusion of this arbitration proceeding.11  This presumably 116 

allows for differing responsibilities based upon the parties’ respective use 117 

of formats.  For example, the parties might determine that when they both 118 

use TDM formats, they will agree to exchange traffic in TDM format 119 

without the need for a format conversion.  Alternatively, Sprint may seek to 120 

require the exchange of all traffic in IP format regardless of what formats 121 

the respective parties use on their side of the exchange.  There are many 122 

possible scenarios for the exchange of traffic between the parties and 123 

many conceivable sets of terms and conditions to govern such exchanges.  124 

Given that Sprint, with limited exceptions, has elected not to propose such 125 

terms and conditions, I cannot speculate on which Party would be 126 

responsible for performing format conversions if Sprint prevails on this 127 

issue. 128 

 129 

Q. What format do the parties currently use to transmit the voice traffic 130 

that they propose to exchange pursuant to this contract?   131 

A. As I understand it, while AT&T proposes to exchange all traffic in TDM 132 

format, AT&T Illinois proposes to exchange some traffic with Sprint 133 

pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement that AT&T Illinois originates 134 

and/or terminates in TDM format and to exchange some traffic to Sprint 135 

pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement that AT&T Illinois originates 136 

                                            
11

  DPL, Issue 11, Sprint Language. 
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and/or terminates in IP format.12  I do not know what format Sprint intends 137 

to use to transport traffic on its network, but presume based upon its 138 

position on this issue that it does or will rely upon IP format for some 139 

and/or all of its traffic. 140 

 141 

Q. What format do the parties currently use to interconnect their 142 

networks for the exchange of voice traffic? 143 

A. As I understand it, the parties currently exchange their voice traffic in 144 

Illinois in TDM format.13 145 

 146 

Q. As a policy matter, should the Commission require the parties to 147 

exchange all voice traffic pursuant to the proposed Interconnection 148 

Agreement in TDM format? 149 

A. No.  In my opinion it would not be good policy for the Commission to 150 

require the parties to exchange all traffic pursuant to the proposed 151 

Interconnection Agreement in TDM format.  While neither Party includes 152 

specific interconnection scenarios and associated costs, it is certainly 153 

conceivable, and likely, that in circumstances where both parties are 154 

relying on IP formats in their own networks, that connecting to one another 155 

in such format will reduce and/or eliminate certain IP-to-TDM (or TDM-to-156 

IP) conversion costs.  Thus, it would not be good policy to prohibit Sprint, 157 

in all cases, from interconnecting to AT&T Illinois in IP format. 158 

                                            
12

  See AT&T Illinois response to Staff Data Request JZ 1.08, attached as ICC Staff Exhibit 
1.1. 
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 159 

Q. Should the Commission require AT&T Illinois to interconnect with 160 

Sprint in IP format? 161 

A. No, not at this time.  While Sprint requests the ability to connect to AT&T 162 

Illinois in IP format, it has not, with limited exceptions, identified either the 163 

rates, terms, and conditions under which such traffic will be exchanged or 164 

the rates, terms, and conditions under which the transition process for 165 

moving from TDM-to-TDM interconnection to IP-to-IP interconnection will 166 

occur.  Absent this information, it is not only unclear what rates, terms, 167 

and conditions Sprint or AT&T Illinois might devise for IP-to-IP 168 

interconnection, but whether there are rates, terms, and conditions for IP-169 

to-IP interconnection that Commission, in its role as arbiter of the issue, 170 

should prescribe for inclusion in the Interconnection Agreement.   It is 171 

conceivable that when presented with specific IP-to-IP rates, terms, and 172 

conditions that the Commission could determine such rates, terms, and 173 

conditions to be inferior to those within the contract governing TDM-to-174 

TDM interconnection. 175 

 176 

Q. How does your recommendation differ from the resolution sought by 177 

Sprint? 178 

A. Like Sprint, I recommend that the Commission direct the parties to enter 179 

into operational discussions to establish IP Interconnection.14  However, 180 

                                                                                                                                  
13

  Albright Direct at 7-8. 
14

  See Burt Direct at 34. 
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unlike Sprint’s proposal, I do not recommend that the Commission give 181 

Sprint the right to IP Interconnection at this time.  The Commission should 182 

require the parties to include in the Interconnection Agreement language 183 

that will allow Sprint (and AT&T Illinois, if it so desires) to develop 184 

language prescribing the rates, terms, and conditions for IP-to-IP 185 

interconnection, including those for the transition from TDM-to-TDM to IP-186 

to-IP interconnection, and to petition the Commission for inclusion of its 187 

language in the Interconnection Agreement.  In contrast to Sprint’s 188 

proposal, I do not recommend that the language that I recommend be 189 

inserted into the ICA provide either Party an absolute right to interconnect 190 

in IP-to-IP format.  The Commission should not be foreclosed from 191 

rejecting IP-to-IP connection if the rates, terms, and conditions 192 

surrounding it are inconsistent with Commission arbitration standards.   193 

 194 

Q. Under your recommendation, would the parties be required to 195 

interconnect immediately in IP-to-IP format following the approval of 196 

the Interconnection Agreement? 197 

A. No.  Because the Interconnection Agreement would not contain any rates, 198 

terms, or conditions for interconnecting in IP-to-IP format, initially the 199 

parties would be required to connect in TDM-to-TDM format.  Further, in 200 

my opinion this aspect of my proposal is consistent with the proposals of 201 

both Parties.  As I understand it, neither Party proposes to interconnect on 202 

an IP-to-IP basis on day one of the contract. 203 
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 204 

Q. While Sprint has largely left the rates, terms, and conditions for IP-to-205 

IP interconnection to be determined through operational discussions 206 

between the parties, Sprint has recommended the inclusion of 207 

language addressing IP-to-IP points of interconnection.  That 208 

language requires that Sprint and AT&T Illinois will exchange 209 

Authorized Services traffic at the existing internet exchange points 210 

where they are currently interconnected.15  Do you recommend that 211 

the Commission adopt this language? 212 

A. No.  First, it is my understanding that the voice traffic that will be 213 

exchanged pursuant to this agreement is currently exchanged between 214 

the carriers solely in TDM-to-TDM format.  Thus, when Sprint references 215 

existing internet exchange points, it presumably is referencing 216 

interconnection points the parties use for traffic that is not the voice traffic 217 

that will be exchanged between the parties under this agreement.  Sprint 218 

provides no evidence that would indicate what kinds of traffic, if any, are 219 

currently exchanged between AT&T Illinois (or its affiliates) and Sprint at 220 

such internet exchange points or whether it is technically feasible to 221 

exchange the voice traffic that will be exchanged pursuant to this 222 

agreement at such points.   223 

 224 

 Second, based upon examples included in its proposed language, several 225 

IP-to-IP exchange points that Sprint’s language would entitle it to connect 226 
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at are located outside of AT&T Illinois’ incumbent carrier network.  As a 227 

result, Sprint’s proposal does not appear to be designed around 228 

interconnection requirements contained in Section 251(c)(2) of the Federal 229 

Telecommunications Act and, in particular, the requirement of subpart (B) 230 

of Section 251(c)(2) of the Federal Telecommunications Act that AT&T 231 

Illinois is required to provide interconnection at any technically feasible 232 

point within its network. 233 

 234 

Q. Should the Commission adopt Sprint’s language addressing IP-to-IP 235 

points of interconnection? 236 

A. No.  The Commission should not require the parties to include Sprint’s 237 

proposed language, for Section 2.2.2 of the Network Interconnection 238 

Appendix of the Interconnection Agreement, at this time.   239 

 240 

Q. Would your recommendation bar Sprint from later proposing similar 241 

language? 242 

A. No.  Under my recommendation, if Sprint later seeks IP-to-IP 243 

interconnection and proposes a comprehensive set of rates, terms, and 244 

conditions for IP-to-IP Interconnection, then it might propose similar 245 

language within the broader framework of its proposal.  It would, however, 246 

need to provide evidence that its overall proposal, including any such 247 

language, conforms to the requirements of Section 251 and 252 of the 248 

Federal Telecommunications Act. 249 

                                                                                                                                  
15

  DPL, Issue 18, Sprint Language. 
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 250 

Q. Are you proposing specific contract language to implement your 251 

recommendations? 252 

A. No.  In order to implement my recommendation, any prohibition against 253 

IP-to-IP interconnection would need to be excluded from the 254 

Interconnection Agreement.  In addition, while I do not propose specific 255 

contract language for this issue, there is existing language in the proposed 256 

Interconnection Agreement that provides a good framework for my 257 

proposal.  In particular, agreed to language in Section 3.11.2.1.1 states: 258 

 3.11.2.1.1 If Sprint informs AT&T ILLINOIS during the term 259 
of the Agreement that Sprint wishes to deliver to AT&T 260 
ILLINOIS traffic that does not satisfy the limitations in 261 
subsection 3.11.2.1(b) above, including non-CMRS VoIP, 262 
the Parties will negotiate and implement an amendment to 263 
the Agreement regarding such traffic, with said amendment 264 
to include appropriate provisions for compensation and 265 
billing for such traffic and such additional provisions as are 266 
appropriate to accommodate Sprint’s delivery of such traffic 267 
to AT&T ILLINOIS. If the Parties do not agree on an 268 
amendment, Sprint may seek resolution of the matter by 269 
invoking Dispute Resolution pursuant to Section 12 of the 270 
General Terms and Conditions. AT&T ILLINOIS may 271 
contend in any Formal Dispute Resolution proceeding that 272 
such amendment should include provisions for separate 273 
trunking and/or facilities for landline-originated traffic. Sprint, 274 
does not agree with that contention and does not waive its 275 
right to oppose that contention, but acknowledges that AT&T 276 
ILLINOIS has not waived its right to assert such a 277 
contention, either by agreeing to this Section 3.11.2.1.1 or by 278 
any other action or inaction.16 279 

  280 

 This language, which allows for future resolution of an issue and the 281 

preservation of each parties’ rights to contest each others proposals, 282 

                                            
16

  Pellerin Direct at 49. 
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provides a model for the resolution I propose with respect to Issues 1/1(a), 283 

11, and 18. 284 

 285 

Q. The parties both present legal arguments as to whether the Federal 286 

Communications Commission (“FCC”) explicitly provides a carrier 287 

such as Sprint the right, pursuant to Section 251 of the Federal 288 

Telecommunications Act, to exchange traffic in IP format.17  What is 289 

Staff’s opinion with respect to Federal Communications Commission 290 

rules and regulations on this issue? 291 

A. I am not a lawyer and Staff’s legal position will be fully presented and 292 

explained in Staff’s legal briefs in this proceeding.  Nevertheless, one 293 

need not be a lawyer to determine that the questions of whether IP-to-IP 294 

interconnection can and should be required pursuant to Section 251 of the 295 

Federal Telecommunication Act are currently open ones at the FCC.  For 296 

example, the FCC has recently sought comment on this issue, stating: 297 

Section 251(c)(2)(A) requires that interconnection obtained 298 
under 251(c)(2) be “for the transmission and routing of 299 
telephone exchange service and exchange access.”  We 300 
seek comment on whether traffic exchanged via IP-to-IP 301 
interconnection would meet those criteria.18 302 

  303 

 This is but one example, among many, of questions that the FCC is 304 

                                            
17

  See, e.g., Burt Direct 20-30; Albright Direct at 10-15. 
18

  Federal Communications Commission, In the Matter of Connect America Fund, A 
National Broadband Plan for Our Future, Establishing Just and Reasonable Rates for Local 
Exchange Carriers, High-Cost Universal Service Support, Developing an Unified Intercarrier 
Compensation Regime, Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, Lifeline and Link-Up 
Universal Service Reform – Mobility Fund, WC Docket No. 10-90, GN Docket No. 09-51, WC 
Docket No. 07-135. WC Docket No. 05-337, CC Docket No. 01-92. CC Docket No. 96-45, WC 
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seeking comments on with respect to the interaction of Section 251 of the 305 

Federal Telecommunications Act and IP-to-IP interconnection.  The issues 306 

raised by the FCC are of the very same nature as those that the parties 307 

have presented to the Commission for resolution.   308 

 309 

Q. Does your recommendation require the Commission to determine 310 

that AT&T Illinois must, pursuant to Section 251 of the Federal 311 

Telecommunication Act, allow Sprint to interconnect with AT&T 312 

Illinois on an IP-to-IP basis? 313 

A. While I don’t recommend that the Commission order the parties to 314 

interconnect using IP-to-IP interconnection at this time, I do recommend 315 

that language be included in the agreement that would allow Sprint (or 316 

AT&T Illinois) to propose rates, terms, and conditions for IP-to-IP 317 

interconnection.  While not explicitly requiring the Commission to make 318 

this decision at this time, adoption of my recommendation would imply that 319 

IP-to-IP interconnection is not definitively outside the Commission’s power 320 

to require in an arbitration conducted pursuant to Sections 251 and 252 of 321 

the Federal Telecommunications Act.  I do not recommend, however, that 322 

the Commission go so far as to require AT&T Illinois to connect on an IP-323 

to-IP basis at this time.  Sprint has not presented a proposal that contains 324 

the rates, terms, and conditions the Commission would need to determine 325 

if there is an IP-to-IP interconnection arrangement that could be employed 326 

                                                                                                                                  
Docket No. 03-109; WT Docket No. 10-208, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, (November 18, 2011) (“Transitional Order”), at ¶ 1389. 
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by the parties in Illinois and that would be consistent with Commission 327 

arbitration standards. 328 

Response to Arguments of the Parties’ Witnesses 329 

 330 

Q. Mr. Burt, testifying on behalf of Sprint, states “Efficiently designed IP 331 

Interconnection involves fewer points of interconnection and more 332 

efficient use of interconnection trunks due to the inherently more 333 

efficient Internet protocol.”19   Do you agree with this statement? 334 

A. No.  Mr. Burt’s statement is an over-generalization that may not fit the 335 

circumstances surrounding Sprint’s interconnection to AT&T Illinois in 336 

Illinois.  For example, to the extent the parties both use TDM format to 337 

originate and deliver traffic to one another, it is unclear whether performing 338 

the actual exchange of traffic in IP-to-IP format at the point of 339 

interconnection would in fact involve fewer interconnection points or use 340 

interconnection trunks more efficiently.  Generally, using IP-to-IP 341 

interconnection only at the point of interconnection to connect two TDM 342 

networks would require an unnecessary and inefficient protocol 343 

conversion.   344 

 345 

 I surmise that Mr. Burt is hypothesizing about circumstances where both 346 

parties rely exclusively on IP format in their networks.  If I am correct, then 347 

                                            
19

  Burt Direct at 19. 
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such generalization does not meet the actual circumstances in Illinois, 348 

where at least AT&T Illinois continues to rely to a significant extent on 349 

TDM technology.  Similarly, as this arbitration serves to illustrate, points of 350 

interconnection are, and pursuant to this arbitration, will continue to be, 351 

determined in no small part by legal interconnection rights and duties.  Mr. 352 

Burt’s statement appears to hypothesize that points of interconnection are 353 

a product of engineering (and perhaps economics) with no consideration 354 

of legal rights and duties.  Again, such generalization does not meet the 355 

actual circumstances in Illinois.   356 

 357 

 While I do not dispute that IP Interconnection may offer certain potential 358 

efficiencies, it will not in every circumstance yield such efficiencies.  For 359 

this reason, it is important that when deciding whether to impose IP-to-IP 360 

interconnection, the Commission have before it articulated proposed rates, 361 

terms, and conditions for such a proposal so that it can evaluate them in 362 

the appropriate context of circumstances specific to the parties’ 363 

interconnection in Illinois. 364 

 365 

Q. Mr. Burt asserts that “[i]f AT&T is required to interconnect with 366 

Sprint via IP, Sprint knows it is possible to work out the details 367 

because it has done so before with other parties.”20  Should the 368 

Commission direct AT&T Illinois to interconnect with Sprint on an IP-369 

to-IP basis in order to incent AT&T Illinois to work out the details of 370 
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IP-to-IP interconnection? 371 

A. No.  Sprint indicates that it needs the regulatory backstop of Section 251 372 

and 252 of the Federal Telecommunications Act in order to obtain IP-to-IP 373 

interconnection on interconnecting carrier terms, rather than commercial 374 

customer, terms.21  In my opinion, the Commission should reject Sprint’s 375 

approach.  If the Commission is to determine, based upon Sprint’s 376 

request, that it can and will compel AT&T Illinois to interconnect on an IP-377 

to-IP basis, then it is incumbent upon Sprint to present the Commission 378 

with specific proposed rates, terms, and conditions for IP-to-IP 379 

interconnection that are technically feasible and compliant with the 380 

requirements imposed upon AT&T Illinois pursuant to Section 251 and 381 

252 of the Federal Telecommunications Act.  The fundamental premise of 382 

the arbitration provisions of Section 252 of the Federal 383 

Telecommunications Act is that when two parties cannot agree on rates, 384 

terms, and conditions, the Commission, as arbiter, can impose the rates, 385 

terms, and conditions proposed by one of the Parties.  Thus, Sprint could 386 

have presented the Commission with a concrete proposal for IP-to-IP 387 

interconnection.  It is not clear whether Sprint did not do so because it 388 

would not, or could not, develop such a proposal.  In any event, the 389 

Commission should not compel AT&T Illinois to connect on an IP-to-IP 390 

basis unless and until Sprint provides the Commission with a viable 391 

proposal. 392 

                                                                                                                                  
20

  Id. at 34. 
21

  Id. at 33. 
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 393 

Q. Mr. Albright states: “AT&T Illinois’ network is a TDM network.”22  Do 394 

you agree with this statement? 395 

A. While I do not strictly know what Mr. Albright means by a “TDM network,” I 396 

find the statement, as a generalization, to be misleading.  AT&T Illinois 397 

currently uses IP format to originate voice calls for its retail U-verse 398 

customers.23  According to Mr. Albright, AT&T Illinois actually delivers 399 

voice traffic from its AT&T Illinois’ U-verse customers to its affiliate in IP 400 

format.24 401 

 402 

Q. Mr. Albright states: “I do show that AT&T Illinois has no IP-capable 403 

network for Sprint to interconnect with.”25  Do you agree with this 404 

statement? 405 

A. No.  In my opinion Mr. Albright has not made the showing he claims.  Mr. 406 

Albright’s sole support for his contention seems to be that when AT&T 407 

Illinois relies upon IP format to originate voice traffic, its affiliate, AT&T 408 

Corp., performs an IP-to-TDM conversion.  This does not provide the 409 

showing that Mr. Albright alleges it does. 410 

 411 

 First, Mr. Albright has shown that AT&T Illinois delivers voice traffic from 412 

                                            
22

  Albright Direct at 7. 
23

  Id. at 8. 
24

  Id.  
25

  Id. at 5. 
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its AT&T Illinois’ U-verse customers to its affiliate in IP format.26  Thus, he 413 

has shown that AT&T Illinois has an IP-capable network to which a third 414 

party can connect.    415 

 416 

 Second, the fact that AT&T Illinois chooses to make an IP-to-TDM 417 

conversion (or to use its affiliate to do so) does not prove that such a 418 

conversion must be done prior to interconnection with Sprint.  For 419 

example, if 100% of the traffic AT&T Illinois originates in IP format were 420 

destined for providers using IP format, then it would be seemingly 421 

unnecessary and inefficient for AT&T Illinois to convert such traffic from 422 

IP-to-TDM.  Not only would this require AT&T Illinois to make an 423 

unnecessary conversion, it would also require the receiving carrier to 424 

make a second unnecessary and inefficient conversion from TDM-to-IP. 425 

 426 

 For the reasons above, in my opinion Mr. Albright has not shown that 427 

AT&T Illinois has no IP-capable network for Sprint to interconnect with.  428 

Mr. Albright has shown only that AT&T Illinois is technically capable of 429 

connecting on an IP-to-IP basis with another carrier, but currently elects to 430 

convert its traffic to TDM format before passing such traffic to other 431 

carriers it interconnects with. 432 

 433 

Q. Mr. Albright cites to a previous decision made by the Commission 434 

stating, in part, “[i]f capacity does not exist, then SBC/Ameritech can 435 

                                            
26

  Id. at 8. 
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… reject the CLEC request for a UNE on the basis that ILECs do not 436 

have to build new facilities to support UNEs…” as support for his 437 

position that “AT&T Illinois does not have to provide IP facilities in 438 

order to accommodate Sprint’s request.”27  Do you agree with his 439 

contention? 440 

A. No.  As explained above, AT&T Illinois has not demonstrated that it has no 441 

IP network.   AT&T Illinois has, instead, only shown that it directs its IP 442 

traffic to an affiliate rather to other carriers directly.  Thus, while there 443 

might be impediments to IP-to-IP interconnection, I do not believe that 444 

AT&T Illinois has demonstrated that it would, in every instance, need to 445 

build a new IP network in order to connect its own IP network to a Sprint 446 

IP network.   447 

Recommendation 448 

 449 

Q.  Please summarize your recommendation with respect to Issues 450 

1/1(a)? 451 

A. I do not recommend that the Commission require the parties to 452 

interconnect, for the life of the contract, using only TDM-to-TDM format.  453 

Nor do I recommend that the parties be absolutely required to interconnect 454 

at any point, either now or in the future, using IP-to-IP format.  The 455 

Commission should require the parties to include in the Interconnection 456 

                                            
27

  Id. at 11. 
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Agreement language that will allow Sprint (and AT&T Illinois, if it so 457 

desires) to develop its own language prescribing the rates, terms, and 458 

conditions for IP-to-IP Interconnection, including those for the transition 459 

from TDM-to-TDM to IP-to-IP interconnection, and, once completed, to 460 

petition the Commission for inclusion of its language in the Interconnection 461 

Agreement.  The Commission should not, however, be foreclosed from 462 

rejecting IP-to-IP interconnection if the rates, terms, and conditions that 463 

any party proposes for such interconnection are inconsistent with 464 

Commission arbitration standards.   465 

 466 

Issue 5 467 
 468 

Sprint Description:  What is the appropriate definition of “Section 251(b)(5)” 469 
traffic? 470 
 471 
AT&T Illinois Description: Should the Agreement contain a definition of Section 472 
251(b)(5) Traffic?  If so, what is the appropriate definition? 473 

Background and Analysis 474 

 475 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on this issue? 476 

A. Sprint proposes to include within the Interconnection Agreement a 477 

definition of “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic.”28  AT&T Illinois proposes to omit a 478 

definition of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic from the agreement.29  My 479 

understanding of AT&T Illinois’ concern with inclusion of Sprint’s definition 480 

                                            
28

  DPL, Issue 5, Sprint Language. 
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of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic is that it is overly-general, potentially including, 481 

for example, 911 traffic, which AT&T Illinois asserts is not Section 482 

251(b)(5) Traffic.30   483 

 484 

Q. In your opinion, is Sprint’s proposal overly-general? 485 

A. While AT&T Illinois’ position appears to be that Sprint’s definition of 486 

Section 251(b)(5) Traffic is overly-broad, it is no more broad than the term 487 

“traffic” as used by AT&T Illinois.  To my knowledge, the term “Section 488 

251(b)(5) Traffic” appears, apart from Sprint’s proposed definition of such 489 

term, in only three places within the Interconnection Agreement.  It 490 

appears within Sprint’s proposed definitions of “IntraMTA Traffic,” “Non-491 

Toll InterMTA Traffic,” and “Toll InterMTA Traffic.”31   In each instance, the 492 

substantive alternative that AT&T Illinois proposes is the term “traffic.”32  493 

Based upon this, I do not find that Sprint’s definition raises the concern 494 

that AT&T Illinois assigns to it. 495 

 496 

Q. Are there other aspects of the definition that could impact the 497 

Interconnection Agreement? 498 

A. Yes.  The definition specifies that Section 251(b)(5) Traffic is “originated 499 

by one Party” and “terminates on the other Party’s network.”33  These 500 

references to origination and termination do not appear directly, but only 501 

                                                                                                                                  
29

  DPL, Issue 5, AT&T Position. 
30

  Id. 
31

  ICA, General Terms and Conditions, Sections 2.94.1, 2.94.2, and 2.94.3. 
32

  ICA, General Terms and Conditions, Sections 2.64 and 2.65. 
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indirectly through the inclusion of the Section 251(b)(5) Traffic reference, 502 

in Sprint’s definitions of “IntraMTA Traffic,” “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic,” 503 

and “Toll InterMTA Traffic.”  In contrast, AT&T Illinois’ proposed definitions 504 

of “IntraMTA Traffic,” InterMTA Traffic,” and “Terminating InterMTA Traffic” 505 

address origination and termination provisions directly rather than through 506 

a cross reference to another definition.34   507 

 508 

Q. Do you recommend that Sprint’s definition of Section 251(b)(5) 509 

Traffic be included in the Interconnection Agreement? 510 

A. No.  As noted above, I do not agree with AT&T Illinois’ concern that the 511 

inclusion of Sprint’s definition of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic is overly-general 512 

in terms of the types of traffic it includes because I do not find Sprint’s use 513 

of this term within the contract is any more general than AT&T Illinois’ 514 

alternative use of the equally, if not more, general “traffic.”  I do think, 515 

however, the Interconnection Agreement will be clearer and more easily 516 

interpreted if origination and termination provisions, which Sprint’s 517 

proposal would include indirectly through the use of the Section 251(b) 518 

Traffic definition, were included directly in whatever definitions of 519 

“IntraMTA Traffic,” “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic,” “Toll InterMTA Traffic,” 520 

and/or “Terminating InterMTA Traffic” that ultimately get included within 521 

the contract.  For this reason, I recommend the Commission exclude 522 

Sprint’s proposed definition of Section 251(b) Traffic from the 523 
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  DPL, Issue 5, Sprint Language. 
34

  ICA, General Terms and Conditions, Sections 2.64 and 2.65. 
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Interconnection Agreement. 524 

 525 

Response to Arguments of the Parties’ Witnesses 526 

 527 

Q. Mr. Felton, testifying on behalf of Sprint, states that “[t]he term 528 

‘Section 251(b)(5) Traffic’ is necessary in that it recognizes, pursuant 529 

to the CAF Order, all traffic now falls with the Section 251(b)(5) of the 530 

Telecom Act.”35   Do you agree that inclusion of the definition of 531 

Section 251(b)(5) Traffic is necessary for this reason? 532 

A. No.  Acknowledging and/or clarifying a decision of the FCC is in and of 533 

itself not a sufficient reason to include a definition in the Interconnection 534 

Agreement.  Definitions should be included in the Interconnection 535 

Agreement when they have some bearing on the rates, terms, and 536 

conditions that will be used to exchange traffic under the agreement.  537 

There is no reason for this Commission within this arbitration to make a 538 

determination or clarify a decision of the FCC that will have no bearing 539 

upon rates, terms, and conditions that will be used to exchange traffic 540 

under the Interconnection Agreement.  To the extent that Sprint is 541 

attempting to, through inclusion of the definition of Section 251(b)(5) 542 

traffic, indirectly prescribe the rates, terms, and conditions that will be 543 

used to exchange traffic under the agreement, then I recommend that any 544 
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  Felton Direct at 56. 
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such prescriptions be explicit rather than implicit. 545 

Recommendation 546 

 547 

Q.  What is your recommendation with respect to Issue 5? 548 

A. I recommend the Commission exclude Sprint’s proposed definition of 549 

Section 251(b)(5) Traffic from the Interconnection Agreement.  I 550 

recommend that the Commission address aspects of Sprint’s definition of 551 

Section 251(b)(5) Traffic that appear indirectly in Sprint’s proposed  552 

definitions of “IntraMTA Traffic,” “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic,” “Toll 553 

InterMTA Traffic,” and/or “Terminating InterMTA Traffic” directly when 554 

addressing these other definitions in Issues 6 and 7. 555 

 556 

Issues 6 557 
 558 

Joint Party Description:  What is the appropriate definition of “IntraMTA Traffic”? 559 

Background and Analysis 560 

 561 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on this issue? 562 

A. Sprint proposes to include language in the definition of “IntraMTA Traffic” 563 

specifying, in part, that this traffic is “that portion of Section 251(b)(5) 564 

Traffic exchanged between AT&T Illinois and Sprint.”36  As noted above, 565 
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  DPL, Issue 6, Sprint Language. 
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Sprint incorporates aspects of its definition of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic into 566 

its definition of IntraMTA Traffic.  In particular, by incorporation of Section 567 

251(b)(5) Traffic into the definition, “IntraMTA Traffic,” under Sprint’s 568 

definition, would be equivalent to Section 251(b)(5) traffic “originated by 569 

one Party that is exchanged directly or indirectly and terminates on the 570 

other Party’s network.”37  AT&T Illinois proposes the use of “traffic” rather 571 

than “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic.”  AT&T Illinois also proposes to specify, in 572 

part, that this traffic is “exchanged between the End User of AT&T Illinois 573 

and Sprint’s End User.”38 574 

 575 

Q. Does the use of “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” rather than “traffic” in the 576 

definition of IntraMTA Traffic change the nature of the traffic 577 

included within the definition? 578 

A.  As explained above, my understanding of AT&T Illinois’ concern with 579 

inclusion of Sprint’s definition of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic is that it is 580 

overly-general, potentially including, for example, 911 traffic, which AT&T 581 

Illinois asserts is not Section 251(b)(5) Traffic.  As Sprint’s use of Section 582 

251(b)(5) Traffic is no more general than is AT&T Illinois use of “traffic,” I 583 

do not find there to be any substantive difference between the two as 584 

concerns the level of generality.   585 

 586 

 Two other aspects of the Parties’ proposals could create differences.  587 

                                            
37

  47 U.S.C.A. § 153(20) (West 2010). 
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First, AT&T Illinois’ definition does not specify whether IntraMTA traffic is 588 

traffic exchanged directly or indirectly.  Sprint’s definition, by reference to 589 

Section 251(b)(5) Traffic, specifies that the definition includes both forms 590 

of traffic: traffic exchanged directly and traffic exchanged indirectly.  591 

Second, AT&T Illinois’ definition specifies that IntraMTA traffic is traffic that 592 

is between an End User of AT&T Illinois and Sprint’s End User.  593 

Alternatively, Sprint’s definition, by reference to Section 251(b)(5) Traffic, 594 

specifies that the definition includes traffic that is originated by one Party 595 

and terminates on the other Party’s network.   596 

 597 

Q. What is indirect interconnection? 598 

A.  An example of the indirect exchange of IntraMTA traffic is when Sprint 599 

originates a call for one of its end users and sends that call to a third party 600 

provider that delivers it to AT&T Illinois for termination to AT&T Illinois’ end 601 

user located in the same MTA as Sprint’s caller.  In this case, Sprint and 602 

AT&T Illinois would not be using a direct connection between their 603 

facilities.  Similarly, indirect interconnection is what occurs when AT&T 604 

Illinois acts as a transit provider between Sprint and other third party 605 

networks. 606 

 607 

Q. What difference does it make whether the definition of IntraMTA 608 

traffic includes traffic exchanged indirectly between the parties? 609 

A.  It is my understanding that there is no dispute that this contract will specify 610 
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the intercarrier compensation rates that the parties will use when they 611 

connect directly and exchange IntraMTA traffic.  It is unclear to me 612 

whether the parties are in agreement regarding whether or not the 613 

Interconnection Agreement will specify intercarrier compensation rates 614 

that the parties will use when they connect indirectly and exchange 615 

IntraMTA traffic.  616 

 617 

Q. Should the contract specify rates that apply when the parties 618 

exchange IntraMTA traffic indirectly? 619 

A. Yes.  If these rates are not specified in this contract, then it isn’t clear 620 

where they would be specified.   The FCC has “prohibited the filing of 621 

state tariffs governing the compensation for terminating non-access 622 

CMRS traffic because they were inconsistent with the negotiated 623 

agreement framework contemplated by Commission precedent and by 624 

Congress when it enacted section 251.”39  Therefore, Interconnection 625 

Agreements as this one are precisely the place for the parties to establish 626 

compensation for IntraMTA traffic, whether it be indirectly or directly 627 

exchanged, and I recommend the Commission do so here. 628 

 629 

 While I recommend the Commission adopt Sprint’s proposal to allow for 630 

the inclusion of traffic exchanged through indirect interconnection within 631 

the definition of IntraMTA Traffic, I recommend that the Commission clarify 632 

that doing so does not confer any interconnection rights on parties not 633 
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subject to this agreement.  That is, any Party that Sprint relies upon to 634 

deliver its IntraMTA Traffic to AT&T Illinois could only do so if the third 635 

party has its own interconnection agreement or other arrangement with 636 

AT&T Illinois and such arrangement provides for transiting of the nature 637 

needed to indirectly interconnect Sprint and AT&T Illinois. 638 

 639 

Q. Is a call originated by a Party the same as a call from a Party’s End 640 

User or, similarly, is a call terminated by a Party the same as a call to 641 

a Party’s End User? 642 

A.  That is not always clear.  What constitutes “origination” and “termination” 643 

has been the source of dispute both at the FCC and at the Commission.40  644 

Complicating the answer is the fact that the terms “originate” and 645 

“terminate” (and their variants, for example, origination and termination) 646 

are not, to my knowledge, defined by either Party in their proposed 647 

language.  Despite this potential ambiguity, I see little difference between 648 

the parties’ proposals.  Nevertheless, I believe there is an expedient 649 

resolution to this facet of the issue based upon what the parties have 650 

agreed to with respect to Issue 1. 651 

 652 

 With respect to Issue 1, the parties have agreed to language stating “This 653 

Agreement is solely for the exchange of, and applies only to Authorized 654 

services traffic that . . . is delivered by AT&T ILLINOIS to Sprint’s wireless 655 

                                                                                                                                  
39

  FCC Transitional Order at ¶ 812. 
40

  See, e.g., Commission Docket No. 12-0182 and FCC Transitional Order. 
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network for termination by Sprint to its End users.”41  I recommend that 656 

similar language should be adopted with respect to Issue 6.  In particular, I 657 

recommend the parties should use language that declares IntraMTA 658 

Traffic, in part, to be “traffic originated by one Party on its network from its 659 

End User and delivered to the other Party for termination on its network to 660 

its End User.”   661 

 662 

Response to Arguments of the Parties’ Witnesses 663 

 664 

Q. Mr. Felton explains that Sprint’s concern with AT&T Illinois’ language 665 

with respect to Issue 6 is that Sprint wants to ensure that reciprocal 666 

compensation rates apply “even when [IntraMTA traffic is] delivered 667 

by an IXC.”42   Do you agree with Mr. Felton’s concern? 668 

A. Yes.  I agree that the appropriate intercarrier compensation rate for 669 

IntraMTA traffic between a Sprint End User and an AT&T Illinois End User 670 

should be an appropriate reciprocal compensation rate even if one of the 671 

parties delivers the traffic to the other through an interexchange carrier 672 

(“IXC”).  As I indicated above, Interconnection Agreements are the vehicle 673 

through which reciprocal compensation provisions applicable to the 674 

exchange of IntraMTA traffic should be specified.  675 

 676 
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  Burt Direct, Exhibit JRB – 1.2, Issue 1, Section 3.11.2.1.   
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Q. Ms. Pellerin asserts that “Sprint’s definition [of IntraMTA Traffic] 677 

simply refers to traffic exchanged between the parties generally” and 678 

that “Sprint’s reference to Section 251(b)(5) Traffic adds no meaning 679 

to this definition.”43   Do you agree with Ms. Pellerin’s assessment? 680 

A. No.  As explained above, by referencing Section 251(b)(5) Traffic in its 681 

proposed definition of IntraMTA Traffic, Sprint limits IntraMTA Traffic to 682 

traffic that is originated by one Party and terminated by the other.   683 

Sprint’s proposal narrows the definition of IntraMTA traffic significantly 684 

compared to the set of all traffic exchanged between the parties.  For 685 

example, by specifying that such traffic must originate and terminate with 686 

the parties (which are AT&T Illinois and Sprint), it results in the exclusion 687 

of third party originated or terminated traffic.  Thus, I do not agree with Ms. 688 

Pellerin’s assessment. 689 

 690 

 While I do not agree with Ms. Pellerin’s assessment, her assessment does 691 

underscore the fact that eliminating the cross reference to Section 692 

251(b)(5) Traffic from the definition of “IntraMTA Traffic” will reduce 693 

confusion and clarify the definition of “IntraMTA Traffic.” 694 

.   695 

Recommendation 696 

 697 

                                                                                                                                  
42
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Q.  What is your recommendation with respect to Issue 6? 698 

A. For all of the reasons noted above, I recommend the Commission direct 699 

the parties to include the following definition of IntraMTA Traffic in the 700 

Interconnection Agreement: 701 

 702 

 “IntraMTA Traffic” means traffic that, at the beginning of the 703 
call, originates and terminates within the same MTA, and is 704 
traffic originated by one Party on its network from its End 705 
User and delivered to the other Party for termination on its 706 
network to its End User. 707 

 708 

Issues 7 and 8 709 
 710 

Joint Party Description of Issue 7:  What are the appropriate definitions related to 711 
“InterMTA Traffic”? 712 
 713 
Sprint Description of Issue 8:  What, if any, is the appropriate definition of 714 
“Switched Access Service”? 715 
 716 
AT&T Description of Issue 8: What is the appropriate definition of “Switched 717 
Access Service”? 718 

Background and Analysis 719 

 720 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ respective positions to be on 721 

these issues? 722 

A. Because Issues 7 and 8 substantially overlap, I will address them in 723 

combined fashion.  With respect to Issue 7, Sprint proposes to include 724 

definitions for both “Toll InterMTA Traffic” and “Non-Toll InterMTA 725 

                                                                                                                                  
43
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Traffic.”44  Alternatively, AT&T Illinois proposes to use a definition that 726 

does not distinguish between toll and non-toll InterMTA Traffic.45    727 

Additionally, AT&T Illinois proposes an additional definition of “Terminating 728 

InterMTA Traffic,” which includes traffic that Sprint originates in an MTA 729 

and sends to AT&T Illinois for termination in a different MTA.46 730 

 731 

 With respect to Issue 8, Sprint proposes, through its proposed definition, 732 

to limit switched access services in two ways.  First, Sprint proposes to 733 

define such services as a category or type of Exchange Access.47  734 

Second, Sprint proposes to limit access to services offered to IXCs.48  735 

AT&T Illinois opposes Sprint’s proposed limitations.49 736 

 737 

Q. Is it your understanding that the parties intend for this 738 

Interconnection Agreement to define the rates, terms, and conditions 739 

for the exchange of traffic that one of the Parties originates in one 740 

MTA and the other Party terminates in another MTA? 741 

A. I believe there is wide disagreement on this issue.  It is my understanding 742 

that AT&T Illinois is of the view that this traffic is not intended to be the 743 

subject of this Interconnection Agreement, with one exception.  The 744 

exception occurs when the Parties route InterMTA traffic that appears to 745 

                                            
44

  DPL, Issue 7, Sprint Language. 
45

  DPL, Issue 7, AT&T Language. 
46

  Id. 
47

  DPL, Issue 8, Sprint Language. 
48

  Id. 
49

  DPL, Issue 8, AT&T Position. 
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be IntraMTA traffic over IntraMTA or Equal Access Interconnection 746 

Trunks.50  AT&T Illinois explains that this can occur for example, when a 747 

Sprint end user with a telephone number assigned to an MTA  is calling to 748 

that MTA from another MTA (e.g., the customer is roaming in another 749 

MTA).51  In such circumstances the call will be an InterMTA call, but will 750 

appear from the calling and called party phone numbers as an IntraMTA 751 

call.  It is my understanding that Sprint, alternatively, seeks to include 752 

almost all InterMTA traffic exchanged directly between the parties within 753 

the scope of the Interconnection Agreement and exchange it on a bill and 754 

keep basis.52 755 

 756 

Q. Is InterMTA traffic typically the subject of Interconnection 757 

Agreements? 758 

A. No.  It is my understanding that InterMTA traffic has, in the past, typically 759 

been exchanged outside Interconnection Agreements (for example, 760 

through switched access tariffs).   761 

 762 

Q. If Sprint’s proposal were adopted, would this be a significant change 763 

from how you understand intercarrier compensation within Illinois 764 

has occurred? 765 

A. Yes.  As I understand Sprint’s proposal, Sprint proposes to effectively 766 

                                            
50

  AT&T Illinois Responses to Staff Data Requests JZ 1.09.2 and JZ 1.11, attached as 
Exhibits 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. 
51

  Id. 
52

  ICA, Network Interconnection, Section 6.2.2.3. 
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cease paying AT&T Illinois switched access charges for what are 767 

generally referred to as long distance or interexchange calls because 768 

Sprint considers the entire United States as its local calling area for the 769 

vast majority of its customers.   770 

 771 

Q.  What impact would you expect a determination like this to have on 772 

the industry? 773 

A. I would expect that all carriers of all types (e.g., wireless and wireline) 774 

would quickly adopt the entire nation as their local calling area (or simply 775 

assert that their current plans effectively result in the same) in order to 776 

avoid switched access charges and that all carriers would almost 777 

immediately cease to pay any switched access charges. 778 

 779 

Q. Do you believe this was the FCC’s intent in the Transitional Order? 780 

A. No.  The FCC put in place a plan that phases out access charges and 781 

moves to a bill and keep regime over several years.  The FCC explicitly 782 

chose a transitional approach over a flash cut to bill and keep stating: “… 783 

a flash cut would entail significant market disruption to the detriment of 784 

consumers and carriers alike” and  “the framework we adopt carefully 785 

balances the potential industry disruption for both payers and recipients of 786 

intercarrier compensation as we transition to a new intercarrier 787 

compensation regime more broadly.”53  Sprint’s proposal would result in 788 

immediate elimination of access charges rather than a phase out over 789 
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several years and, therefore, in my opinion, directly conflicts with the 790 

balanced approach reflected in the FCC’s transitional approach.  For this 791 

reason, I recommend the Commission reject Sprint’s proposal and adopt 792 

AT&T Illinois’ proposal on this issue.   793 

 794 

Q. How does the Interconnection Agreement define Exchange Access? 795 

A. The parties have agreed to language that references the Federal definition 796 

of “Exchange Access” found at 47 U.S.C. § 153(20) of the Federal 797 

Telecommunications Act.54  This definition states “[t]he term ‘exchange 798 

access’ means the offering of access to telephone exchange services or 799 

facilities for the purpose of the origination or termination of telephone toll 800 

services.” 801 

 802 

Q. How does the Interconnection Agreement define Interexchange 803 

Carrier? 804 

A. The parties have agreed to language which states “‘Interexchange Carrier 805 

(IXC)’ means a carrier (other than a WSP or LEC) that provides, directly, 806 

or indirectly, interLATA or IntraLATA Toll Services.”55 807 

 808 

Q. What will be the impact of adopting Sprint’s proposed language for 809 

this issue? 810 

A. As I understand it, Sprint intends to accomplish with its proposed 811 

                                                                                                                                  
53

  FCC Transitional Order at ¶¶ 809 and 810. 
54

  ICA, General Terms and Conditions, Section 2.48. 
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language for this issue the same objective it intends to achieve with its 812 

language for Issue 7.  It is my understanding that Sprint seeks to allow 813 

InterMTA traffic to be exchanged pursuant to bill and keep under this 814 

agreement if the InterMTA traffic is not toll traffic (under Sprint’s 815 

interpretation of such) or if it is carried by a carrier that has not obtained a 816 

certificate to provide interexchange service.  That is, Sprint seeks to 817 

include generally all of its InterMTA traffic it directly exchanges with AT&T 818 

within the scope of the bill and keep provisions of the Interconnection 819 

Agreement.  As I indicated above, I find Sprint’s proposal to be 820 

inconsistent with the FCC’s Transitional Order. 821 

 822 

Response to Arguments of the Parties’ Witnesses 823 

 824 

Q. Mr. Felton, testifying on behalf of Sprint, provides several references 825 

to the FCC’s 2008 Wireless Toll Declaratory Order in support of 826 

Sprint’s proposal to include definitions for both “Toll InterMTA 827 

Traffic” and “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic” in the Interconnection 828 

Agreement.56  Should the Commission place any weight on this 829 

support? 830 

A. No.  In offering this support, Mr. Felton discloses that the FCC stated in its 831 

Order that: 832 
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The discussion of “toll services,” “toll traffic,” and “toll 833 
revenues” in this order pertains solely to universal service 834 
contribution obligations. Nothing in this order is intended to 835 
address intercarrier compensation and other issues raised in 836 
CC Docket No. 01-92 or other pending proceedings.57 837 

 838 

 Thus, the FCC’s determinations, according to the FCC itself, were not 839 

intended to address intercarrier compensation issues such as those 840 

before the Commission in this proceeding.   841 

 842 

Q. Mr. Felton asserts that the FCC applied this analysis “as to 843 

compensation” in the FCC’s Transitional Order.58  Do you agree that 844 

the FCC statements Mr. Felton cites are relevant to the wireless 845 

intercarrier compensations issues in this proceeding?   846 

A. No. While Mr. Felton cites references by the FCC to its 2008 Wireless Toll 847 

Declaratory Order within the FCC’s determinations on VoIP-PSTN traffic in 848 

the Transitional Order,59 he nowhere cites any references made by the 849 

FCC to the 2008 Wireless Toll Declaratory Order as concerns LEC-CMRS 850 

traffic.   851 

 852 

 The circumstances surrounding VoIP-PSTN traffic differ from those 853 

surrounding LEC-CMRS traffic.  In particular, the FCC recently stated in a 854 

reconsideration of its Transformational Order: 855 

 856 

                                                                                                                                  
56

  Felton Direct at 39 – 42. 
57

  Id. at 41. 
58

  Id. at 42. 
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 The Commission also found, however, that VoIP traffic had 857 
been a particular source of intercarrier compensation 858 
disputes and litigation. As a result, “carriers may receive 859 
some intercarrier compensation payments at something less 860 
than the full intercarrier compensation rates charged in the 861 
case of traditional telephone service” or, in some cases, no 862 
payment at all.60 863 

 864 

 Similarly, the FCC stated: 865 

 [B]ased on the available record evidence, the Commission 866 
found as a practical matter that compensation for VoIP traffic 867 
was widely subject to dispute and varied outcomes, and that 868 
“the record is clear that many providers did not pay the same 869 
intercarrier compensation rates for VoIP traffic that would 870 
have applied to traditional telephone service traffic.61  871 

  872 

 Thus, unlike for other forms of traffic including LEC-CMRS traffic, VoIP-873 

PSTN traffic was not, when the FCC made its determinations in its 874 

Transitional Order, subject to traditional intercarrier compensation rates.  875 

As a result rather than imposition of a intercarrier compensation scheme 876 

transitioning from a pre-existing status quo, the FCC, as concerned VoIP-877 

PSTN, was in the position of defining new intercarrier compensation 878 

requirements.  In such circumstances, creating differences between Toll 879 

and non-Toll access does not necessarily represent a change to the status 880 

quo as it generally does for other forms of traffic.  For that reason, it is my 881 

                                                                                                                                  
59

  Id. at 41 – 42. 
60

  Federal Communications Commission, In the Matter of Connect America Fund, A 
National Broadband Plan for Our Future, Establishing Just and Reasonable Rates for Local 
Exchange Carriers, High-Cost Universal Service Support, Developing an Unified Intercarrier 
Compensation Regime, Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, Lifeline and Link-Up 
Universal Service Reform – Mobility Fund, WC Docket No. 10-90, GN Docket No. 09-51, WC 
Docket No. 07-135. WC Docket No. 05-337, CC Docket No. 01-92. CC Docket No. 96-45, WC 
Docket No. 03-109; WT Docket No. 10-208, Second Order on Reconsideration, (April 25, 2012), 
at P 28. 
61

  Id. at P 32. 
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opinion that determinations made by the FCC with respect to VoIP-PSTN 882 

traffic are not, absent FCC specification to the contrary, applicable to LEC-883 

CMRS traffic. 884 

 885 

 The FCC, in the Transitional Order, did not apply its determinations from 886 

its 2008 Wireless Toll Declaratory Order to LEC-CMRS traffic.  Unless and 887 

until it does so, the FCC’s pronouncements in its 2008 Wireless Toll 888 

Declaratory Order should, as the FCC directs within that decision, have no 889 

bearing on the resolution of the LEC-CMRS intercarrier compensation 890 

issues such as those before the Commission in this proceeding.     891 

 892 

Recommendation 893 

 894 

Q.  What is your recommendation with respect to Issues 7 and 8? 895 

A. I recommend the Commission adopt AT&T Illinois’ proposed language for 896 

each of these issues and reject Sprint’s proposed language for each of 897 

these issues. 898 

 899 

Issues 21 900 
 901 

Sprint Description: What provisions, if any, regarding Interconnection Facility 902 
Audits should be included in the Agreement? 903 
 904 
AT&T Illinois Description: Should the ICA permit AT&T to obtain an independent 905 
audit of Sprint’s use of Interconnection Facilities? 906 
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Background and Analysis 907 

 908 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on this issue? 909 

A. AT&T Illinois proposes to include language that will allow AT&T Illinois to 910 

audit Sprint’s use of Interconnection Facilities that Sprint leases from 911 

AT&T Illinois.62  Sprint objects to the inclusion of AT&T Illinois’ proposed 912 

audit provisions and, alternatively, proposes to rely on the agreements 913 

Dispute Resolution procedures for resolving any dispute between the 914 

parties as to whether Sprint is using Interconnection Facilities that Sprint 915 

leases from AT&T Illinois in accordance with the terms and conditions of 916 

the Interconnection Agreement.63 917 

 918 

Q. In your opinion, is it appropriate to include audit provisions that will 919 

allow AT&T Illinois to audit Sprint’s use of Interconnection Facilities 920 

that Sprint leases from AT&T Illinois? 921 

A. Yes.  If Sprint is able to take advantage of the fact that AT&T Illinois is 922 

required to provide facilities for limited purposes at forward-looking total 923 

element long run increment cost (“TELRIC”) costs, then AT&T Illinois 924 

should be entitled to take reasonable steps to ensure that such facilities 925 

are being used only for the limited purposes for which AT&T Illinois must 926 

provide them. 927 

 928 

                                            
62

  DPL, Issue 21, AT&T Language. 
63

  DPL, Issue 21, Sprint Language. 
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Q. Is there any reason to believe that Sprint will willfully use such 929 

facilities for purposes other than those provided for within the 930 

Interconnection Agreement? 931 

A. No.  Nevertheless, in order to ensure that it does not use these facilities 932 

for any unauthorized purpose, Sprint may need to carefully assess the 933 

types of traffic that it sends over such facilities.  To the extent that 934 

Interconnection Facilities that Sprint leases from AT&T Illinois at TELRIC 935 

rates are less costly than facilities that Sprint deploys itself or that Sprint 936 

leases from AT&T Illinois at special access or other non-TELRIC rates, 937 

then Sprint may have little incentive to take proactive steps necessary to 938 

ensure the proper use of such leased facilities.   939 

 940 

 A similar situation was explained in a recent docketed proceeding 941 

concerning a dispute over the nature of traffic being delivered to AT&T 942 

Illinois from Halo Wireless, Inc. (“Halo”).  A representative of the carrier 943 

Halo stated, with respect to traffic Halo was sending to AT&T Illinois form 944 

Halo’s customer Transcom, ““[m]ost of the calls probably did start on other 945 

networks before they came to Transcom for processing” and that “Halo is 946 

not in a position to determine where or on what network a call started, and 947 

we have not asked our customer.”64  While Sprint may be more proactive 948 

in assessing the characteristics of the traffic it sends over leased facilities, 949 

                                            
64

  Halo, Complaint as to Violations of an Interconnection Agreement entered into under 47 
U.S.C. §§ 251 and 252 and pursuant to Section 10-0108 of the Public Utilities Act, Pre-Filed 
Testimony of Russ Wiseman on Behalf of Halo Wireless, Inc., ICC Docket No. 12-0182 (May 15, 
2012), at 32. 
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this example underscores that carriers are not always proactive in this 950 

regard.   951 

 952 

 For these reasons, I believe AT&T Illinois’ proposal to include audit 953 

provisions within the contract is reasonable. 954 

Recommendation 955 

 956 

Q.  What is your recommendation with respect to Issue 21? 957 

A. I recommend AT&T Illinois’ language for this issue be adopted. 958 

 959 

Issues 22 960 
 961 

Sprint Description:  If Interconnection Facility Audits provisions are included in 962 
the Agreement, how should disputes regarding Interconnection Facility Audits be 963 
resolved? 964 
 965 
AT&T Illinois Description: If audit provisions are included in the ICA and an audit 966 
demonstrates Sprint is not compliant, how should Sprint’s non-compliance be 967 
addressed? 968 

Background and Analysis 969 

 970 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on this issue? 971 

A. AT&T Illinois proposes language that provides for remedial actions in the 972 

event that an audit reveals that Sprint is not using Interconnection 973 

Facilities that Sprint leases from AT&T Illinois at TELRIC rates in 974 
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accordance with the terms and conditions contained in the contract.65  As 975 

with Issue 21, Sprint opposes the inclusion of specific audit provisions in 976 

the contract.66 977 

 978 

Q. Above you recommend that audit provisions be included in the 979 

contract.  Do you recommend that all of AT&T Illinois remedial 980 

actions be included? 981 

A. No.  First, AT&T Illinois proposes language, in Sections 3.5.5.5.1 and 982 

3.5.5.5.6 of the Network Interconnection Appendix of the Interconnection 983 

Agreement, that requires all facilities for which noncompliance is found to 984 

be converted to equivalent or substantially similar wholesale services or 985 

be disconnected.67  I believe this remedy is inappropriate.  It is overly 986 

punitive in that it would force Sprint to convert or disconnect services even 987 

in cases where noncompliance is de minimis (for example, in cases where 988 

a single call was inappropriately routed over the facility on only one 989 

occasion).  It further is overly punitive in that once found in violation, Sprint 990 

presumably would forfeit its right to lease a facility at TELRIC rates for the 991 

life of the Interconnection Agreement.  In my opinion, AT&T Illinois’ 992 

language allowing AT&T Illinois to assess Sprint for noncompliance at the 993 

amount that AT&T Illinois would have billed Sprint had Sprint ordered the 994 

circuit from AT&T Illinois tariffs using the month-to-month rates plus late 995 

payment charges in addition to the audit charges that Sprint will incur, are 996 

                                            
65

  DPL, Issue 22, AT&T Language. 
66

  DPL, Issue 22, Sprint Language. 
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penalty enough for a finding of non-compliance.  In the event they are not, 997 

I recommend that the Commission direct the parties to include language in 998 

the Interconnection Agreement which will reserve AT&T Illinois’ right to 999 

propose as an amendment to the Interconnection Agreement, additional 1000 

penalty language, including proposing its conversion and/or 1001 

discontinuance language, in the event that non-compliance is found by 1002 

audits to be repeated or systematic.  The contract language that should be 1003 

included in the Interconnection Agreement should specify that, in the 1004 

event a party proposes additional penalty language in the future and the 1005 

parties cannot agree on whether such amendment language is 1006 

appropriate and/or necessary, the parties are to bring their respective 1007 

proposals to the Commission for resolution. 1008 

 1009 

 Similarly, I believe that AT&T Illinois’ proposal to require Sprint to pay 1010 

100% of audit costs if the number for circuits found to be noncompliant is 1011 

10% or greater of the number of circuits investigated, which AT&T Illinois 1012 

proposes in Section 3.5.5.5.3 of the Network Interconnection Appendix of 1013 

the ICA, is overly punitive.68  As above, such a provision could force Sprint 1014 

to convert or disconnect services even in cases where noncompliance is 1015 

de minimis (for example, in an audit of 10 facilities where at only one of 1016 

the facilities a single call was inappropriately routed over the facility on 1017 

only one occasion).  Such a low bar could force Sprint to incur all audit 1018 

                                                                                                                                  
67

  DPL, Issue 22, AT&T Language. 
68

  Id. 
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costs for all audits and incent AT&T Illinois to conduct overly frequent and 1019 

unnecessary audits.  In my opinion, the Commission should require AT&T 1020 

Illinois to revise its language in Section 3.5.5.5.3 to reflect that Sprint only 1021 

be required to pay for the cost of the auditor based on the pro-rata portion 1022 

of number of circuits found by the auditor to be non-compliant compared 1023 

to the total number of circuits, which were the subject of the audit. 1024 

 1025 

Recommendation 1026 

 1027 

Q.  What is your recommendation with respect to Issue 22? 1028 

A. I recommend that AT&T Illinois’ language in Sections 3.5.5.5, 3.5.5.5.2, 1029 

3.5.5.5.7, and 3.5.5.5.8 of the Network Interconnection Appendix of the 1030 

ICA be adopted.  I recommend that AT&T Illinois’ language in Sections 1031 

3.5.5.5.1 and 3.5.5.5.6 of the Network Interconnection Appendix of the 1032 

ICA be rejected and in their place the parties be required to include 1033 

language that will reserve AT&T Illinois’ right to propose an amendment to 1034 

the Interconnection Agreement with additional penalty language in the 1035 

event that non-compliance is found by audits to be repeated or systematic.  1036 

The included language should also specify that, in the event that the 1037 

parties cannot agree on whether such language as AT&T Illinois shall 1038 

propose at a future date is appropriate and/or necessary, the parties are to 1039 

bring their respective proposals to the Commission for resolution.  1040 
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Similarly, I recommend that AT&T Illinois’ proposed language for Section 1041 

3.5.5.5.3 of the Network Interconnection Appendix of the ICA be revised to 1042 

reflect that Sprint only be required to pay for the cost of the auditor based 1043 

on the pro-rata portion of number of circuits found by the auditor to be 1044 

non-compliant compared to the total number of circuits, which were the 1045 

subject of the audit. 1046 

 1047 
Issues 29(Carryover)/30/30(a)/30(b) 1048 
 1049 

My Description of Issue 29 Carryover: The Parties resolved the majority of issue 1050 
29, but did not resolve whether AT&T Illinois’ proposed language in 4.8.9 should 1051 
be included in the agreement. The parties proposed to include this remaining part 1052 
of Issue 29 with Issue 30 1053 
 1054 
Sprint Description of Issue 30: Should AT&T’s language regarding routing of 1055 
Exchange Access Service Traffic be included in the Agreement? 1056 
 1057 
AT&T Illinois Description of Issue 30(a): Should InterMTA Traffic be routed and 1058 
billed in accordance with Feature Group D? 1059 
 1060 
AT&T Illinois Description of Issue 30(b):  Should the ICA state that the parties will 1061 
abide by the Ordering and Billing Forum’s guidelines regarding JIP? 1062 
 1063 

Background and Analysis 1064 

 1065 

Q. How do you address these issues below? 1066 

A. Issue 30 contains two separable classes of IXC related issues.  First, it 1067 

contains issues which concerns traffic between AT&T Illinois and IXCs in 1068 

which Sprint is inserted into the call path between AT&T Illinois and the 1069 

IXCs.  I’ll refer to these parts of Issue 30 below as the Switched Access 1070 
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Charge Issues.  The second part of issue 30 concerns instances when 1071 

traffic is exchanged between IXCs and Sprint and Sprint seeks to use 1072 

AT&T Illinois facilities for such connections.  I’ll refer to these parts of 1073 

Issue 30 below as the Exchange Access Issues.  1074 

 1075 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on the Switched 1076 

Access Charge issues? 1077 

A. AT&T Illinois proposes language, in Sections 4.8.9 and 4.10.4 of the 1078 

Network Interconnection Attachment of the ICA, which would prohibit 1079 

Sprint from sending traffic that it receives from an IXC to AT&T Illinois over 1080 

Interconnection Trunks provided under the Interconnection Agreement.69  1081 

Sprint opposes this language as unnecessary.70 AT&T Illinois further 1082 

proposes language in Section 4.10.5 that would allow AT&T Illinois to 1083 

route InterMTA traffic over Interconnection Trunks.71 While it is unclear 1084 

whether Sprint opposes this language in concept, Sprint does not propose 1085 

to include it in the Interconnection Agreement.72 1086 

 1087 

Q. Under what circumstances might traffic be routed from an IXC to 1088 

Sprint and then to AT&T Illinois? 1089 

A. In the FCC’s Transformational Order, the FCC addressed a dispute 1090 

regarding interpretation of its IntraMTA rule, the rule stating that calls 1091 

                                            
69

  DPL, Issue 29, AT&T Language, Section 4.8.9 and DPL, Issue 30, AT&T Language, 
Section 4.10.4. 
70

  DPL, Issue 29, Sprint Position. 
71

  DPL, Issue 30, AT&T Language, Section 4.10.5. 
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between a LEC and a CMRS provider that originate and terminate within 1092 

the same Major Trading Area (MTA) at the time that the call is initiated are 1093 

subject to reciprocal compensation obligations under section 251(b)(5), 1094 

rather than interstate or intrastate access charges.73  In particular, the 1095 

dispute concerned Halo’s practice of accepting traffic from other providers 1096 

(originated by callers served by of other providers), reoriginating that traffic 1097 

within an MTA, and delivering the traffic to LECs in the MTA so that it 1098 

appears to be intraMTA traffic.74  While the FCC did not specifically 1099 

address whether some of this traffic might be sent to Halo either directly or 1100 

indirectly from an IXC, it is certainly conceivable that such traffic could 1101 

have been delivered to Halo (or Sprint) directly or indirectly from an IXC 1102 

and then delivered to AT&T Illinois for termination to its end user 1103 

customer.  In fact when these issues were presented to this Commission, 1104 

Halo indicated that it could not and/or did not take steps to identify the 1105 

types of providers sending traffic to Halo for ultimate termination on AT&T 1106 

Illinois network.75  The Halo situation provides an example of how it is 1107 

conceivable that, if permitted pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement, 1108 

Sprint could accept traffic from an IXC and deliver it AT&T Illinois.   1109 

 1110 

Q. Should the Commission allow Sprint to deliver such traffic to AT&T 1111 

                                                                                                                                  
72

  DPL, Issue 30, Sprint Language. 
73

  FCC Transformational Order at ¶¶ 1003-1006.   
74

  Id.  
75

  Halo, Complaint as to Violations of an Interconnection Agreement entered into under 47 
U.S.C. §§ 251 and 252 and pursuant to Section 10-0108 of the Public Utilities Act, Pre-Filed 
Testimony of Russ Wiseman on Behalf of Halo Wireless, Inc., ICC Docket No. 12-0182 (May 15, 
2012), at 32. 
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Illinois pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement? 1112 

A. No.  If Sprint injects itself into the call path between an IXC and AT&T 1113 

Illinois and delivers such traffic over Interconnection Trunks rather than 1114 

Switched Access Service Trunks, then Sprint will avoid certain switched 1115 

access charges (e.g., Entrance Facilities charges).76   1116 

 1117 

Q. If the Commission were to allow Sprint to send switched access 1118 

traffic over its Interconnection Trunks, what impact would you 1119 

expect this to have on the industry in Illinois? 1120 

A. I would expect that all IXCs would quickly move to either establish 1121 

Interconnection Trunks or contract to use Sprint’s (or any similarly situated 1122 

carrier’s) Interconnection Trunks to avoid switched access charges.  I do 1123 

not believe this is consistent with the FCC’s Transitional Order because it 1124 

would result in a relatively immediate elimination of certain access 1125 

charges, a result inconsistent with the FCC’s specific determination to 1126 

transition, rather than flash cut, away from traditional switched access 1127 

charges.77.   1128 

 1129 

 Additionally, the FCC has long restricted the ability of carriers to obtain 1130 

251(c)(2) interconnection for interexchange purposes.78  I know of nothing 1131 

                                            
76

  See ILL.C.C. No. 21, Original Page 121.1. 
77

  FCC Transformational Order at ¶¶ 809-810. 
78

  Federal Communications Commission, In the Matter of Implementation of the Local 
Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act 0f 1996 and Interconnection between 
Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, CC Docket No. 96-98 
and CC Docket No. 95-185, First Report and Order, (August 8, 1996) (“Local Competition First 
Report and Order”), at ¶¶ 190-191. 
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in the Transitional Order or any other Order that would remove these 1132 

restrictions and permit Sprint to use 251(c)(2) interconnection trunks 1133 

acquired from AT&T Illinois priced at TELRIC for interexchange purposes.   1134 

 1135 

 If Sprint desires to accept traffic from an IXC and deliver interexchange 1136 

traffic to AT&T Illinois for termination, then Sprint should deliver such 1137 

traffic to AT&T Illinois pursuant to AT&T Illinois switched access tariffs and 1138 

pay switched access charges in accordance with the transitional switched 1139 

access regime established in the FCC’s Transitional Order.  Sprint should 1140 

not be permitted to use facilities it acquires from AT&T Illinois to deliver 1141 

switched access traffic and avoid the transitory switched access regime 1142 

established by the FCC. 1143 

 1144 

Q Does AT&T Illinois propose to route InterMTA traffic over Switched 1145 

Access Service Trunks?   1146 

A. Yes.  AT&T Illinois, through its Section 4.10.5 language, proposes to route 1147 

InterMTA traffic over Interconnection Trunks.   1148 

 1149 

Q. Isn’t AT&T Illinois’ proposal discriminatory?   1150 

A. Yes.  This language, on its face, is open ended and seemingly 1151 

discriminatory in that it would allow AT&T Illinois to use Interconnection 1152 

Trunks to exchange InterMTA traffic, but would not allow Sprint to do the 1153 

same.  Based upon further clarification from AT&T Illinois, however, it is 1154 
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my understanding that, despite its language, AT&T Illinois does not seek 1155 

the open-ended ability to route InterMTA traffic over Interconnection 1156 

Trunks.  In particular, AT&T Illinois has clarified that “the majority of non-1157 

IntraMTA (i.e., InterMTA) traffic from AT&T Illinois to Sprint is routed over 1158 

access facilities to the customers’ selected IXCs. . . [and] . . .section 1159 

4.10.5 is intended for the situation in which a call appears to be an 1160 

IntraMTA call (based on the calling and called parties’ telephone 1161 

numbers), when in fact the call is InterMTA because, for example, the 1162 

called party has roamed out of the MTA associated with his/her telephone 1163 

number.”79  Thus, AT&T Illinois is seeking the ability to route InterMTA 1164 

traffic over Interconnection Trunks when that traffic appears to be 1165 

IntraMTA traffic. 1166 

 1167 

Q Should the Commission make an exception to the requirement that 1168 

traffic between IXCs and AT&T Illinois and/or InterMTA traffic should 1169 

be routed over Switched Access Service Trunks as AT&T Illinois 1170 

proposes?   1171 

A. Yes.  AT&T Illinois should be allowed to route InterMTA traffic destined for 1172 

CMRS end users over Interconnection Trunks when that traffic appears to 1173 

be IntraMTA traffic provided appropriate Originating InterMTA factors are 1174 

applied to the Interconnection Trunks for billing purposes.   1175 

 1176 

Q. Should Sprint be given the same opportunity to deliver InterMTA 1177 

                                            
79

  AT&T Illinois response to Staff Data Request JZ 1.09.2, attached as Exhibit 1.2. 
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traffic over Interconnection Trunks when the traffic appears to be 1178 

IntraMTA traffic? 1179 

A. It is not clear to me whether this is necessary.  When AT&T Illinois is 1180 

involved in a call between a landline customer and CMRS customer, 1181 

AT&T Illinois will know where its customer is located, but, as a result of the 1182 

mobility of CMRS customers, may not know the location of the CMRS 1183 

customer.  Thus, when the call is initiated by an AT&T Illinois caller, AT&T 1184 

Illinois may not have the information necessary to determine that the caller 1185 

is, for example, traveling outside the area associated with his/her phone 1186 

number, and that the call is an InterMTA call and should be routed to an 1187 

IXC.  Because the mobility and source of uncertainty occurs on Sprint’s 1188 

side of the traffic exchange, Sprint does not necessarily suffer the same 1189 

informational asymmetry.  That is, Sprint will presumably know the 1190 

location of AT&T Illinois’ end user and presumably will know the location 1191 

of its own CMRS end user.  Sprint would, to my knowledge, know whether 1192 

calls are IntraMTA or InterMTA calls and would not face the situation of 1193 

sending calls to AT&T Illinois that appear to Sprint to be IntraMTA, but are, 1194 

in fact, InterMTA calls.  Therefore, at least upon my current understanding, 1195 

I do not find it necessary to allow Sprint to pass InterMTA calls over 1196 

Interconnection Trunks. 1197 

 1198 

Q. Should the Commission adopt AT&T Illinois’ language for Section 1199 

4.10.5? 1200 
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A. Yes, but not as proposed by AT&T Illinois.  AT&T Illinois should be able to 1201 

send Sprint InterMTA traffic destined for CMRS customers, but only when 1202 

such traffic appears (based on the calling and called parties’ telephone 1203 

numbers) to be IntraMTA traffic. 1204 

 1205 

Q. What do you understand the parties’ positions to be on the  1206 

Exchange Access issues? 1207 

A. Section 4.10.3.1 of the Network Interconnection Attachment of the ICA 1208 

concerns traffic that is exchanged between Sprint and an IXC through an 1209 

AT&T Illinois Access or local/Access Tandem.  Sprint proposes language, 1210 

in Sections 4.10.3.1 that would restrict traffic that the parties agree should 1211 

be routed over Equal Access Trunks to “Switched Access Service” as 1212 

defined by Sprint.80  AT&T Illinois presumably opposes this limitation.  1213 

Both parties include qualifying language regarding the routing: Sprint’s 1214 

proposed language being “that Sprint elects to route to or receive from” 1215 

and AT&T Illinois’ proposed language being “destined to be routed to, or 1216 

that has been routed from.”81  Apart from an apparent inherent preference 1217 

for their own versions, it’s not clear what disagreement the parties have 1218 

with each of these respective language proposals.  Sprint proposes to 1219 

specify that separate trunk groups will be used when AT&T Illinois in not 1220 

able to record Sprint-originated traffic to an IXC.82  AT&T Illinois proposes 1221 

                                            
80

  DPL, Issue 30, Sprint Language, Section 4.10.3.1. 
81

  DPL, Issue 30, respectively, Sprint Language and AT&T Illinois Language, Section 
4.10.3.1. 
82

  DPL, Issue 30, Sprint Language, Section 4.10.3.1. 
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to specify that Sprint is solely responsible for all costs where a separate 1222 

Equal Access Trunk Group is established.83  Again, apart from preference 1223 

for their own versions, it’s not clear what disagreement the parties have 1224 

with each of these respective language proposals. Finally, AT&T Illinois 1225 

proposes that the parties agree to abide by the Ordering and Billing Forum 1226 

(“OBF” or “OBF Resolution”), which Sprint opposes.84  1227 

 1228 

Q. Should the Commission accept Sprint’s proposed language in 1229 

Section 4.10.3.1, would that restrict traffic that the parties agree 1230 

should be routed over Equal Access Trunks to “Switched Access 1231 

Service” as defined by Sprint?   1232 

A. No.  Section 4.10.3.1 concerns traffic exchanged between Sprint and IXCs 1233 

where AT&T Illinois provides services in the middle.  However, the 1234 

definition of Switched Access Service proposed by Sprint specifies that it 1235 

is an offering “to an IXC . . . by AT&T Illinois.”85  When Sprint is sending 1236 

traffic from its end users to IXCs or receiving traffic from IXCs destined for 1237 

its end users, it is Sprint, making use of AT&T Illinois facilities, that is 1238 

providing access service to IXCs and not AT&T Illinois.  Additionally, the 1239 

definition of Switched Access Service states that such services are 1240 

provided “pursuant to a Switched Access Services Tariff.”86  I doubt that 1241 

either party will make use of tariffs when Sprint, making use of AT&T 1242 

                                            
83

  DPL, Issue 30, AT&T Illinois Language, Section 4.10.3.1. 
84

  Id. 
85

  ICA, General Terms and Conditions, Section 2.104. 
86

  Id. 
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Illinois facilities, is sending traffic from its end users to IXCs or receiving 1243 

traffic from IXCs destined for its end users. Therefore, I do not find Sprint’s 1244 

inclusion of the term “Switched Access Service” in Section 4.10.3.1 to be 1245 

appropriate, and recommend that the Commission adopt AT&T Illinois’ 1246 

proposed language with regard to this issue. 1247 

  1248 

Q. Do you recommend that the Commission adopt Sprint’s proposal to 1249 

include the language “that Sprint elects to route to or receive from” 1250 

or AT&T’s “destined to be routed to, or that has been routed from” 1251 

for inclusion in Section 4.10.3.1?   1252 

A. I cannot discern much difference between the two proposals.  Both 1253 

proposals seem to contain some ambiguity.  For example, Sprint’s 1254 

reference to traffic that it “elects” to route raises the possibility that there is 1255 

traffic that gets routed to or from IXCs that Sprint doesn’t elect to be 1256 

routed to such carriers.  Sprint doesn’t explain or offer terms and 1257 

conditions that would apply under such circumstances.  AT&T Illinois 1258 

similarly includes a reference to traffic “destined” to be routed to, implying 1259 

that there might be traffic sent to an IXC that wasn’t destined to be routed 1260 

to the IXC.   AT&T Illinois doesn’t explain or offer terms and conditions 1261 

that would apply under such circumstances.  I recommend that these 1262 

ambiguous terms be removed, and that the Commission, in order to avoid 1263 

ambiguity associated with these terms, direct the parties to include the 1264 

language “routed to or routed from.” 1265 
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 1266 

Q. Do you have any recommendation regarding Sprint’s and AT&T 1267 

Illinois’, respective, proposals to specify that separate trunk groups 1268 

will be used when AT&T Illinois is not able to record Sprint-1269 

originated traffic to an IXC and to specify that Sprint is solely 1270 

responsible for all costs where a separate Equal Access Trunk 1271 

Group is established? 1272 

A. I see no reason that the Commission should not adopt them both, and I 1273 

recommend that the Commission do so. 1274 

 1275 

Q. Do you recommend that the Commission require the parties to abide 1276 

by the OBF resolutions regarding Recording and Signaling Changes 1277 

Required to Support Billing as proposed by AT&T Illinois? 1278 

A. As I understand it, AT&T Illinois’ proposal would cause Sprint to include 1279 

certain information, in particular the Jurisdictional Information Parameter 1280 

(“JIP”), in call data records that would assist AT&T Illinois in identifying the 1281 

jurisdictional nature of a call as either InterMTA or InterMTA.87  If such 1282 

information does identify the jurisdictional nature of the call, which fact I do 1283 

not know, it could provide a valuable tool to ensure that traffic is being 1284 

appropriately routed and rated under the contract.  I cannot address, 1285 

however, the feasibility of Sprint, or cost to Sprint, of including such 1286 

information in the call data, nor of compliance with the provisions of the 1287 

OBF Resolution, which to my knowledge has not been finalized.  Without 1288 
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some indication that the benefits of including such information outweigh 1289 

the costs of doing so, I do not recommend the Commission require Sprint 1290 

to abide by the OBF Resolution. 1291 

 1292 

Response to Arguments of the Parties’ Witnesses 1293 

 1294 

Q. Mr. Felton, testifying on behalf of Sprint, states “AT&T’s proposed 1295 

language is nonsensical since traffic Sprint ‘receives from or 1296 

through an IXC’ will never be ‘destined for AT&T Illinois’ End Office 1297 

Switches’, therefore, it is unclear to Sprint exactly what AT&T 1298 

intends by this proposed language.”88  Do you agree with Mr. 1299 

Felton’s assessment? 1300 

A. No.  While Sprint might have no plans to accept traffic from an IXC and 1301 

pass that traffic on to AT&T Illinois’ End Office Switches, this is a 1302 

possibility directly raised (and could possibly have occurred) with respect 1303 

to traffic exchanged between Halo and AT&T Illinois.  Thus it is not only 1304 

not nonsensical, but a real concern raised in a previous proceeding before 1305 

both the FCC and this Commission.  If Sprint, in fact, has no intention of 1306 

sending traffic it receives from or through an IXC to AT&T Illinois’ End 1307 

Office Switches pursuant to the Interconnection Agreement then there 1308 

appears to be no reason not to include AT&T Illinois’ language in order to 1309 
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  DPL, Issue 30, AT&T Position. 
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remove any possible ambiguity in the Interconnection Agreement. 1310 

 1311 

Q. Mr. Felton states “[f]or traffic to or from an IXC, AT&T should be 1312 

billing the IXC for any appropriate access charges, not Sprint.”89  Do 1313 

you agree with Mr. Felton’s assessment? 1314 

A. No.  As explained above, without Sprint in the call path between an IXC 1315 

and AT&T Illinois, the IXC would typically pay for Switched Access Service 1316 

Trunks.  Sprint is proposing that IXCs be allowed to bypass these 1317 

Switched Access Service Trunks and instead send traffic to AT&T Illinois 1318 

over Interconnection Trunks that Sprint leases from AT&T Illinois at rates 1319 

that differ from AT&T Illinois’ switched access rates.  Sprint’s proposal 1320 

would enable the IXC to use AT&T Illinois facilities for switched access 1321 

traffic (indirectly through Sprint), but to avoid certain switched access 1322 

charges.  Thus, Sprint’s plan would impair AT&T Illinois’ ability to bill IXC 1323 

for appropriate access charges. 1324 

 1325 

Q. Mr. Felton states “AT&T and Sprint would actually be providing 1326 

jointly provided access for traffic to or from an IXC.”90  Do you agree 1327 

with this assessment of Sprint’s proposal? 1328 

A. No.  When a local exchange carrier offers exchange access to an IXC, it 1329 

takes interexchange traffic from the IXC and delivers it to its end user 1330 

customer (or, alternatively, takes traffic from its end user customer and 1331 
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  Felton Direct at 19. 
89

  Id. at 20. 
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delivers it to the IXC).  In some cases, a carrier may not have all the 1332 

facilities necessary to deliver traffic from the point where the IXC hands off 1333 

the local exchange traffic all the way to the carrier’s own customer (or, 1334 

alternatively, to deliver traffic all the way from its end user to where it 1335 

hands the traffic to an IXC).  In that case, a carrier may need to obtain 1336 

third party facilities in order for it to provide exchange access to IXCs.  As I 1337 

understand it, Sprint is seeking the right to use AT&T Illinois’ facilities 1338 

under this agreement in instances when Sprint does not have all the 1339 

facilities necessary to connect directly to IXCs (i.e., doesn’t have all the 1340 

facilities necessary to provide exchange access). 1341 

 1342 

 Sprint’s acquisition of facilities from AT&T Illinois in order to bridge the gap 1343 

between Sprint and IXCs in order for Sprint to offer exchange access to 1344 

IXCs is very different than what Sprint is proposing when it inserts itself 1345 

into the call path between IXCs and AT&T Illinois.  In such cases, AT&T 1346 

Illinois is not seeking Sprint facilities to fill any gap in its own exchange 1347 

access network.  In fact, Sprint would actually use AT&T Illinois facilities 1348 

for its portion of what Mr. Felton terms “jointly provided access.”  Sprint 1349 

would, under its proposal, simply lease these facilities from AT&T Illinois 1350 

at rates it is entitled to for purposes of interconnection of its customers 1351 

with AT&T Illinois’ customers and use the facilities for connecting IXC 1352 

traffic to AT&T Illinois customers, thereby using AT&T Illinois’ facilities for 1353 

switched access while avoiding AT&T Illinois’ switched access charges.  1354 

                                                                                                                                  
90

  Id.  
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This is not, in my opinion, jointly provided access, but rather arbitrage 1355 

inconsistent with FCC rate prescriptions, which do not permit carriers to 1356 

use interconnection facilities priced at TELRIC rates to avoid switched 1357 

access charges. 1358 

 1359 

Recommendation 1360 

 1361 

Q.  What is your recommendation with respect to Issues 1362 

29(Carryover)/30/30(a)/30(b)? 1363 

A. I recommend that AT&T Illinois’ proposed language for Sections 4.8.9 and 1364 

4.10.4 of the Network Interconnection Attachment of the ICA be adopted.  1365 

I recommend that AT&T Illinois’ proposed language for 4.10.5 Network 1366 

Interconnection Attachment of the ICA be amended to restrict AT&T 1367 

Illinois’ ability to send Sprint InterMTA traffic destined for CMRS 1368 

customers over Interconnection Trunks only when such traffic appears to 1369 

AT&T Illinois (based on the calling and called parties’ telephone numbers) 1370 

to be IntraMTA traffic, and then adopted in amended form.  I recommend 1371 

that the Commission reject Sprint’s proposals to include the term 1372 

“Switched Access Service” in Section 4.10.3.1 of the Network 1373 

Interconnection Attachment of the ICA.  I also recommend that the 1374 

Commission not adopt Sprint’s proposal to include the language “that 1375 

Sprint elects to route to or receive from” nor AT&T’s proposal to include 1376 
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“destined to be routed to, or that has been routed from” for inclusion in 1377 

Section 4.10.3.1 of the Network Interconnection Attachment of the ICA, 1378 

and instead should direct the parties to include the language “routed to or 1379 

routed from” in that section.  I recommend that both Sprint’s and AT&T 1380 

Illinois’ respective proposals to specify that separate trunk groups will be 1381 

used when AT&T Illinois is not able to record Sprint-originated traffic to an 1382 

IXC and to specify that Sprint is solely responsible for all costs where a 1383 

separate Equal Access Trunk Group is established be accepted for 1384 

inclusion in the Network Interconnection Attachment of the ICA.  Finally, 1385 

without some indication that the benefits of including such information 1386 

outweigh the costs of doing so, I do not recommend the Commission 1387 

require Sprint to abide by the OBF Resolution as proposed by AT&T 1388 

Illinois for inclusion in the Network Interconnection Attachment of the ICA. 1389 

 1390 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 1391 

A. Yes. 1392 


